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Positioning of Volga Federal District Regions by Demographic Situation Index
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Abstract: This article addresses the demographic situation in VFD regions which is viewed as important
component  of  region's  positioning. Author's method of calculation of demographic situation  index is
proposed, which was used for assessment of demographic situation in VFD regions. Performed analysis allowed
to identify the set of indicators which correspond to the purpose of this study most fully. Such indicators are
as follows: dependency ratio, crude birth rate, crude death rate coefficient, infant mortality rate and life
expectancy at birth coefficient. The groups of factors are identified which influence demographic situation in
the region.
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INTRODUCTION The tasks of management of perspective

Last time the assessment of competitiveness of reliable data about population (its number, structure,
different territorial entities has become an up-to-date allocation etc.), economy, ecology etc. These data must
problem. This is especially important in the context of be used in forecasting of socio-economic development of
globalization and  transition  of society to post-industrial territorial entities, formation of sector schemes of objects
stage of development. The notion "competitiveness" has distribution, solution of the issues of social support,
been  analyzed  by many  scientists  [1, 2 and others]. education, health care and security. For efficient
There are also lot  of  recently written works devoted to management of the region and finding its competitive
competitiveness [3, 4, 5 and others]. advantages it is  necessary  to have detailed information

In some works the attempts were made to develop the not only about socio-demographic features of population
method of assessment of competitiveness. But in most but about its spatial organization as well and about its
cases such assessment is either limited to pure economic interrelationship with natural and geographic
indicators or has a strong bias to economic positions. environment. Geographic branch of science is related to

In our opinion assessment of competitiveness must complex assessment  of environment which must realize
be done on the base of all principles of socio-economic its potential into real factor of social development
development; therefore we propose to consider Reasoned and appropriate accounting of territorial
competitiveness in the context of 4 main blocks, including arrangement of objects is one of the tools of geo-
socio-demographic block [6]. demographic development of the region.

Any concept related to development of Growth of significance of human geography to a
administrative-territorial entity, its  positioning and great extent was determined by development of relatively
assessment of its competitiveness must be oriented to new geographic science, which appeared on world arena
increase in life quality of population which in its turn is a in 70s of XX century-geo-demography. Geographic
key factor  influencing  increment in human capital. Policy encyclopedic dictionary gives the following definition of
of any constituent entity of federation and the state as a of geo-demography: “a branch of science on the
whole must be oriented to creation of such conditions boundary between human geography and demography
which would provide decent life, free development of a which is focused on investigation of geo-demographic
man, formation and development of human capital. situation”.

development of the region can be solved if there are
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Initially the object of geo-demographic studies was death rate,  marriage  have  been  analyzed  thoroughly
defined as "demographic situation-a state in which and their key trends have been identified. Analysis of
population is now"[7]. S. Kovalev and N. Kovalskaya demographic development  was  done  by  B.  Urlanis
defined demographic situation as "formed in the specific (1974,  1985), A. Kvasha (1992), L. Darsky (1987), A.
territorial group of population ratio of birth rate, death Antonov (1987), B. Khorev (1992, 1995), which focused on
rate, migration rate and trends in their changes which at different aspects of development of population.
present moment creates certain sex and age structure of Investigation of  demographic processes were
population, certain dynamics of its number and conditions directed mainly to elaboration of techniques to control
for its further reproduction". The notions "demographic these processes and to finding out the mechanisms of
situation" and "demographic-background" are different. interrelation between economic and demographic
While Kavalev and Kavalskaya use them as synonyms processes,  degree  of  influence of life level on the speed
Golubev  A.  draws  boundary  between these two terms. of response of demographic processes.
In his opinion, demographic situation is a mode of Economic-demographic  approach  in  investigation
population reproduction in specific region or populated of population based on complex approach to reproduction
place for a certain period of time which is determined by and use of labour resources was developed by B. Breev,
interaction of demographic, socio-economic and other V.  Kostakov,  A.  Kotlyar, A. Maykov, L. Rybakovsky
factors. Demographic-background is combination of and M. Sonin. Geographic particularities of interrelation
relations between demographic, socio-economic and other between population and economy are studied by
factors which influence state of population in specific economists-geographs   N.    Agafonov,   V.   Garabtsov,
district or populated place. A. Golubev, A. Rakov, G. Romanenkova and Kh. Salimov.

In order to provide deeper analysis of relationship So, study of geo-demographic situation [10-12] is
between sub-systems G. Fedorov proposes to very interesting in  terms of positioning of the region in
differentiated the following notions: “geo-demographic the context of its competitiveness. That is why it is
system”, “geo-demographic situation” and “geo- necessary to assess main demographic indicators
demographic background” [8]. Geo-demographic system influencing positioning of the region and combine them
is a model of relationship between demographic processes into one integral indicator.
with socio-economic factors which reflects the structure
and dynamics of relationship developed for some specific MATERIALS AND METHODS
territorial level. Geo-demographic situation-is filled with
specific content state of geo-demographic system at Performed analysis allowed to define the scope of
present moment determined by combination of external indicators  which  correspond  to  our task  most  fully.
socio-economic factors. Geo-demographic background is We chose the following indicators: dependency ratio,
sequence of substituting each other geo-demographic crude birth rate, crude death rate coefficient, infant
situations  related to specific territory developing under mortality rate and life expectancy at birth coefficient. 
the influence of both external and internal socio-economic Birth rate indicators  are  used for measuring of newly
factors. born children, it shows the ratio of total number of newly

L. Chekmeneva has adjusted notion-terminological born children (usually, for 1 year) to total number of
tools  of  geo-demography  with her own definition of population.
geo-demographic situation as “state of population which Death rate-demographic indicator measuring the level
was formed under the influence of reproduction of of population death or its separate groups. Most common
territorial community of people under the influence of is crude death rate which is calculated as ratio of total
external and internal objective and subjective factors; this number of dead persons for some period to average
state determines its structure, quality, dynamics and the population number expressed in permille.
conditions for further development” [9]. Apart from natural increase rate of population the

In his turn, G. Fedorov defined the object of indicators of birth and death rate can be easily built in
geodemography as “combination of non-materially integral indicator.
bounded characteristics of population". Infant mortality rate-death rate of children at the age

Theoretic  aspect  of demographic  situation study up to 1 year. This indicator in correspondence with WHO
was considered in numerous works written by home and recommendations is referred to the number of leading
foreign scientists. Today the processes of birth rate, indicators    signalizing     not     only    about   population
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Table 1: Ranging of VFD regions by demographic situation index
Demographic Rank of the
situation index  region

Bashkortostan 0,370137322 4
Mary-El 0,336703566 6
Mordovia 0,25792199 13
Tatarstan 0,386504242 1
Udmurtia 0,378281775 2
Chuvashia 0,372453784 3
Perm territory 0,327005679 7
Kirov region 0,286339103 9
Nizhny Novgorod region 0,249231375 14
Orenburg region 0,347310633 5
Penza region 0,25979669 12
Samara region 0,297591465 8
Saratov region 0,282500071 10
Ulyanovsk region 0,267146099 11

health, but about the level  of  life  of population in
general and about the quality of health-care system
operation.

Life expectancy at birth is also one of the key
indicators of population life level. This indicator is
included into index of development of human potential.
Life  duration  depends  of many factors:  ways  of  life
(the key factor), level of income, education and morality of
a man, biological inheritance, level of pollution of
environment,  quality  of nutrition, development of
health-care system, criminality rate, opportunity to find
work and many others.

Dependency ratio is a key parameter of age structure
of  population  reflecting  load  on the society incurred
non-active population.

Taking all said above into account we propose the
following formula  of calculation of demographic situation
index:

Where:

K  -crude birth rates; cb

K -crude death rates;cd

K -infant mortality rates;im

K - dependency ratio;dr

K -life expectancy at birth.leb

The Results: Index of dependency ratio was calculated
for regions of VFD (Table 1). State statistics data were
used [13]. All indicators were taken as average for 3 years
and were standardized by the method of linear scaling.

The leaders were the Republic of Tatarstan, Udmurtia,
Chuvashia and the Republic of Bashkortostan. The
outsiders are Ulyanovsk region, Penza region, the
Republic of Mordovia and Nizhny Novgorod region.

The key moment was not only calculation of
demographic situation index but the analysis of obtained
results. First of all, we shall clarify the reasons for low
values of the index showed by regions-outsiders.

All 4 regions with smallest values of demographic
situation  index  are  characterized by the lowest, among
all regions, birth rates and in the same time the highest
death rates. In addition Ulyanovsk region is characterized
by high infant mortality rate, Penza region-by high
dependency ratio, Nizhny Novgorod region was an
outsider by all 5 indicators.

In the same time its worth mentioning that Mordovia
and Penza region are characterized by relatively long life
expectancy at birth. Mordovia, besides that, has relatively
low dependency ratio.

Now we shall go to particularities of demographic
situation in  leading  regions. These regions have one of
the highest birth rates and lowest death rates among VFD
regions. Besides that they are characterized by lower than
other regions dependency ratio. Tatarstan and Chuvashia
demonstrate excellent values by all 5 indicators.

Two  other  leading   regions   have  weak  points. For
example, Udmurtia is only on the 10th place among all
VFD regions by life expectancy at birth, in the Republic of
Bashkortostan  the  infant mortality rate is very high.

The complexity of studying of such correlations is
determined by the fact that these are natural, economic,
political and social processes which interact with each
other; they are put together, first of all by the territory, on
the one hand and biological nature of a man on the other
[14]. The man perceives environment and reacts to
external factors depending on territorial, social and
biological particularities of people communities.
Population, as one of the interacting parties, with its
production skills, culture and creativity determines the
evaluation of natural environment changing with
development of society.

Conclusions. Quantitative changes in population
dynamics are not always adequate to changes in
indicators, which characterize its health and life potential.
For example relative high natural increase rate of
population observed in pre-revolutionary Russia in
combination with low life duration and high decease rate,
probably, are not better than low natural increase rate of
population in combination with high level of health care
and ability to work.
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Multiplicity of factors influencing demographic 6. Trofimov,    A.,    V.    Rubtsov,    V.    Komarova   and
situation in the region makes big difficulties in its integral M.   Rozhko,   2008.  Socio-economic  development
evaluation. To a greater extent these difficulties are and competitiveness of the region. ISSN 1903-047 X
determined by the fact that separate sexual, age, Actual issues of economy and law, 3: 45-52.
professional groups are characterized by special socio- 7. Valentei, D., 1970. Regarding the system of sciences
economic features which in their turn influence the value and the laws of population. News of AS of USSR,
of the indicators. series economic sciences, 6: 20-24.

So, formation of demographic situation in VFD 8. Fedorov, G., 1985. Geodemographic typology. Ed. by
entities is influenced by a group of factors which can not N. Agafonov. Leningrad: Leningrad university.
be considered separately. Only complex analysis will allow 9. Chekmeneva, L., 2009. Geodemographic situation: the
to assess geo-demographic situation in the region and its concept and approaches to study. Modern issues of
demographic potential. theory and practice of social geography. Ed. By A.
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